WE'VE CARRIED THE RICH FOR 200 YEARS—LET'S GET THEM OFF OUR BACKS!

Recently over five hundred people attended two important conferences in the East and Midwest to help plan for the big demonstration in Philadelphia on July 4th. A conference for the South will take place in May. These conferences are called by the July 4th coalition (composed of Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee, the Revolutionary Student Brigade and the Revolutionary Communist Party). Workers came from steel and auto plants in the Midwest, from the garment sweatshops of the East, from the coalfields of West Virginia and Kentucky, and from the Meatcutters union lines in Milwaukee.

People came out of the thick of numerous struggles of veterans, young people, the fight for jobs. Everyone left the conferences more determined than ever to organize thousands of people to go to Philadelphia under the banner, "We've Carried the Rich for 200 Years—Let's Get Them Off Our Backs!" and to hit hard at the rulers of the country around two of the most important issues facing the people: the fight for jobs or income now and the fight against new war preparations.

The kickoff speaker at the East Coast conference in Philadelphia spoke about why people had come, "Why are we going to Philadelphia? Just look around. It starts with ten million of us—being unemployed and walking the streets—cast off like garbage, like used up machinery. But it doesn't end there. Look in our schools and factories—backbreaking work, discrimination, thousands of abuses that slap us in the face!"

People came to the conferences because they are involved in struggles.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

STRIKE VOTE SCHEDULED

For the first time in 5 years a strike vote is on the agenda for workers at AMC's body plant on Richards street. And at the southeast plant workers overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike over unmet grievances. These actions are part of the growing rank and file resistance to vicious company attacks.

In one of many such attacks, supervisors, I.E., men (productivity experts), and the labor relations big shots have spent 6 months breathing down the necks of the lead torchers. The torchers have been riding the line to resist an increase in their work load.

On the floor below that, a worker with 18 years seniority was written up, given a 3 day layoff and is on the road to being fired because he can't keep up with the sped-up line.

After the most recent line speed change workers with almost 20 years seniority found their jobs eliminated, and became floaters, doing whatever they were assigned each day.

At the parts plant, AMC is thinly out harassment in the form of write-ups and disciplinary layoffs. Not long ago a worker with 29 years seniority was briefly fired for refusing to drive a jeep without a light into a dark area. Other layoffes have been fired for not being in their work area 45 seconds after the buzzer.

Combined with the increase in harassment and speed up is the loss of jobs. Sub contracting or packaging work to non-union shops like E.E. & Hempe, the issue that sparked the strike vote at the parts plant. Up at the body plant anger has been growing for five months over AMC's shipping of 600 sgrgent department jobs to low wage non-union shops.

Job losses are also hitting AMC workers in Kenosha, where the company has been shipping out press dies to a lower paying stamping plant in West Virginia.

All these attacks are coming as AMC's fortunes slide in the intensely competitive auto industry. When corporate big shots at AMC's headquarters in Detroit saw that American Motors' percentage of sales in the industry was falling, the word was passed to the top brass in Wisconsin: tighten the screws another turn. Roy Chapin, AMC chairman was quoted in a newspaper article saying that "high profits performance" is the most recent quarter resulted from "cost cutting measures." The results were felt on the assembly line and in the profits charts.

In the face of all this, AMC workers have fought back in many ways: sit downs over freezing temperatures in the paint booths, threat of a wildcat over repair job eliminations, petitions against arbitrary shift changes in Kenosha, and hundreds wearing buttons against speed up in Milwaukee.

Auto workers are fighting against layoffs and harassment in a thousand individual ways—from going down the line and letting work go by undone, to demanding an hour's pay by writing up a foreman caught working, and going into the lunch rooms to see a steward. Many more workers are coming forward at union meetings to speak out against the abuses and demand action.

Along with all the rank and file action, workers are fighting for jobs and against harassment.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

STRIKE VOTE SCHEDULED

STRIKE VOTE SCHEDULED

GROWS AT AMERICAN MOTORS

The kickoff speaker at the East Coast conference in Philadelphia spoke about why people had come, "Why are we going to Philadelphia? Just look around. It starts with ten million of us—being unemployed and walking the streets—cast off like garbage, like used up machinery. But it doesn't end there. Look in our schools and factories—backbreaking work, discrimination, thousands of abuses that slap us in the face!"

People came to the conferences because they are involved in struggles.
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MEATCUTTERS

STRIKE ENDS

SEE PAGE 3
MEATCUTTER SAYS

July 4th Coalition

That's what this year's July 4th Coalition is all about. Unlike previous years, the Coalition is not focused on a single issue or demand. Instead, it is a platform for unity and solidarity among workers and oppressed people around the world.

As a meatcutter, I have been a member of the July 4th Coalition for many years. It has been a powerful experience to see the strength and determination of workers and their allies in the struggle for justice.

The Coalition is not just about winning battles, though. It is about building a movement that is strong enough to take on the powerful forces of capitalism and imperialism. That is why I am so committed to the work of the July 4th Coalition.

We are fighting to end the war in Vietnam, to defend the right of all people to self-determination, and to bring an end to the repression of working people and oppressed peoples around the world.

In the movie, NBC told us that the Scottsboro Boys were freed by the courts. But in reality, the Scottsboro Boys were freed because the imperialist presence was finally weakened.

The new pricing codes are just one more attack on the working class. This is why we are fighting to defend the pricing codes and to build a movement that is strong enough to take on the forces of imperialism.

We are fighting for a world where working people are not forced to work for a living, but can build a just and peaceful society for all people.

We are fighting for a world where the imperialists are finally defeated, and where working people can live in peace and prosperity.
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We are fighting for a world where the imperialists are finally defeated, and where working people can live in peace and prosperity.
MEATCUTTERS STRIKE OVER

Wisconsin's April 6th primary and city and county elections generated about as much enthusiasm as Ronald McDonald opening a new hamburger joint. But the men and women of local 248 as well as their families are going to keep fighting back. And when they do, they'll go back to work as meatcutters striking for the first time in 15 months without wages or benefits.

The strike was an inspiration to thousands of workers throughout the area, many of whom rallied behind the strikers. While the fight to defend this union and to stop a wage cut has been temporarily set back, the working class made many gains in this struggle.

The struggle is far from over. The meatcutters are still fighting to re-organize. The meatcutters strike has been an inspiration to thousands of workers throughout the area, many of whom rallied behind the strikers.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

The struggle will now shift to the states. This will be a battle for the working class to defend their unions.

MORE WORKERS RALLIED BEHIND THIS STRIKE THAN ANY OTHER LOCAL WORKERS' BATTLE IN THE LAST 30 YEARS. FROM MASS RALLIES LIKE THE ONE ABOVE, TO BUCK-A-MONTH CLUBS, CLASS SOLIDARITY GREW.

"Vote, the strikers came out to the union hall to fill out letters of their intent to quit. The strikers had just returned from a meeting with a company lawyer who told them, "Forget the union, hell, I'll just go back to the plant and beg for my job." But the men and women of the Amalgamated had learned how hard it was to make a living on a plant with a union. They knew it would be impossible without one. The spirit was "We all went out together, we'll go back together."

The experience gained will be an important lesson for the working class in the fight to re-organize. The meatcutters have seen the many faces of capitalism over the years. They have lived through the union hall and right-to-work laws, and have learned what works and what doesn't.

In their drive for profit, the capitalist class has crushed and the packinghouses choose to "speak" for them. The strikers know fight was the name of the game.

They told the strikers to let the scabs go through the picked lines, un-organized. The spirit was "We all went out together, we'll go back together."

The meatcutters strike has been a battle for the working class to defend their unions. The struggle will now shift to the states. This will be a battle for the working class to defend their unions.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
EDITORIAL: "RECOVERY"?

Recently big newspaper headlines declared some nonsense about "total economic recovery" being already here. This is pure nonsense. In Wall Street, but if you've been unemployed for six, ten or 18 months and all you can do is work for $2.30 an hour, or if you're an auto worker laid off one week and facing brutal speedup the next, you know what they mean and it was printed on.

They will talk along the same lines about the recession "bottoming out" but the fact is that the recovery they are talking about is nothing more than a temporary slowdown in their deepening crisis. There will be no recovery.

Ruling-class economists admit to a 7.3% unemployment rate and production remains at only 70-75% of capacity.

We're supposed to believe the "hard times" are behind us and "good times" are around the corner, for those who are working, wages at the end of the week barely pay the bills. According to government figures, the cost of living for a family of four has gone up 61%, in the last four years. The capitalists point the finger of blame at the unions in auto sales and retail department store sales, for "inflation" and "propeties." Increased consumer spending is leading to a few new orders to rehire workers, but with many workers unemployed or underemployed this is not the slightest upswing in consumer spending-points to the real state of the capitalist economy.

The overall weakness can be seen in the key area of the production of new plants and equipment. In these industries, production has declined for three years in a row and is continuing to fall off more in the first four months of 1976, by their own economists' projections, U.S. capitalists will be short billions dollars on the amount necessary to keep up their industries. This is not the slightest upswing in consumer spending.

It's competition that drives all corporations to invest more and more in modern and expensive machines. In the drive to pay for modernization and expansion, the capitalists come down hard on workers through speedup, forced overtime and harassment. Production races ahead of the ability of workers to purchase things.

The capitalists can't make a profit when workers don't have the money to buy. The high price of modernization continually drives the rate of profit down, increasing competition, overproduction, and long term, the shortage of money for investment are built into the system.

No matter what they say about recovery, the crisis is here to stay.

The capitalists claim that it is the working class that is the main danger to recovery. They warn that any demand for increased wages, cost of living allowances or job security will accelerate inflation, cut into corporate profits necessary for economic expansion and short circuit recovery. The message coming down from the corporate boardrooms is relayed by everyone from the line foremen to the international unions.

The work faster, produce more, and ask for less—and we'll roll out of this latest recession into a new level of prosperity for all.

But their efforts to grind workers are on the rise, as the working class. Sacrificing for the capitalists' profits will win nothing but increased misery. The capitalist system is going downhill, but the working class isn't going down with it. Workers can see from daily experiences that all the recovery talk amounts to very little. Even though the "lighten your belt" propaganda of the capitalists is getting louder, the basic fact is that in this situation the working class must fight back.

CONTINUING REVOLUTION IN CHINA

Sharp struggle is now going on in the People's Republic of China. Mass meetings are being held in factories, agricultural communes and schools, big character posters, signs and slogans are being put up in public spots. Demonstrations and counter-demonstrations are being held, in one case at least, leading to the outbreak of fistfights and the burning of several cars and buildings. Former Deputy Premier Teng Hsiao-ping, who has been the focus of much of this struggle, has been dismissed from all his posts.

All this is just the latest battle in a massive struggle which has been going on there for ten years. Ten years ago the Cultural Revolution broke out in which hundreds of millions of people from every corner of the country rebelled, led by Lin Piao, who was the President, and greatly changed the face of China. A few years ago there was a big struggle against Lin Piao, who was the former Vice-Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party and also led a coup attempt.

What does all this tremendous ferment and turmoil mean? For thousands of years the Chinese people were enslaved by first one set of rulers, then another. Imperialist countries plundered the people. China has been a backward country. Things were so bad that in many cities cars made their rounds in the early morning to pick up the dead bodies of those who had starved the night before. Drought ruined the country, floods ruined millions, and there have been millions unemployed.

WORKERS AND PEASANTS RULE CHINA

The Chinese people were told by these rulers, "This is the way things were meant to be. Misery and starvation are your lot. Things will never change."

But opposition led to resistance. Led by a Communist Party that applied Marxism-Leninism to the actual conditions, the Chinese people overthrew these reactionaries in 1949. In making this revolution the Chinese people realized the idea that "things can never change."

The revolution brought the working class into power. The masses of people seized control and ownership of the means of production—the factories, mines, railroads and the land. They set up their own state, one which meant real democracy and power for the masses of people for the first time, while at the same time enforcing a dictatorship over the old exploiters to prevent them from regaining their rule.

Standing backwater in the backwardness left by the capitalist world the Chinese working class led by the Communist Party set out to transform all of society. Their goal was to overcome all the warts left over from capitalism to establish a communist society, a community of workers where class distinctions are a thing of the past.

Moving step by step towards this great goal the working people in China have made tremendous advances in the last 27 years. Unemployment and starvation have been wiped out. Prices are stable, there is no inflation. Schooling is universal. There is food and clothing. There is discussion and democracy. Industry is growing up everywhere. The working class is the master of its own destiny and proudly produces, for the betterment of all humanity and not for the enrichment of a handful of parasites. But all these tremendous changes mean that the capitalists have been eliminated? Not yet. As Lenin, leader of the workers' revolution in Russia, once said, "When a revolution takes place, it does not happen in the case of the death of an individual, when the deceased person is simply removed. When the old society perishes, you can not nail the corpse of bourgeoisie into a coffin and lower it into the grave. It disintegrates in our midst; the corpse rots and poisons us."

Although it has come a long way, the Chinese revolution is still not complete. And there is even the danger of socialism being overthrown and replaced again by capitalism. This is what happened in the Soviet Union. At the same time the working class moves forward and it must still pull out the corpse of the old society, and the problems left
Fellow Workers:

Today these May Day celebrations are being held in twenty cities and more all over this country, involving several thousands of workers, just as May Day is being celebrated worldwide by millions of our class. Today as we gather across this country in many cities, we are men and women of many nationalities and all ages. We work everywhere in many different places, and many of us spend long stretches unable to get work.

But for all these differences, what we have in common is far greater. We are members of one class above all else. In common we produce the great wealth of this country and make it run. In common we are exploited and oppressed. We face a common situation and have a common destiny. We share a determination not to be crushed, but to wipe out all oppression and bring down the system of wage slavery that gives rise to it.

And this year, reflecting the advances in the struggle toward that goal, the working class for the first time in more than twenty years has its own party, the Revolutionary Communist Party, dedicated to the task of uniting the battles of our class and leading them toward that aim.

May Day sums up our situation, sums up our desire to fight through, and projects our plan to move forward in that fight. And this year, each May Day event across the country is being held with common demands and slogans, and will be an important step in building more united and more conscious struggle of our class nationwide.

May Day is about building our working class movement. It reflects and helps to advance and unite each one of the battles we fight against the endless outrages and abuse they heap upon us. This year, the ruling class of capitalists is belittling out its lies on the occasion of its bicentennial celebration. So this year, we will meet this, just as we meet all its attacks, head on and demonstrate July 4th in Philadelphia, in an action that will also proclaim and build the movement of our class.

We have the potential and the determination not just to be masters of society and to wipe out oppression and exploitation but to create a world where it will be impossible to exist under any class system. This year the capitalists are finally realizing that this is what we are fighting for. They have tried to replace it by offering the workers Labor Day, when their spokesmen the so-called labor leaders get a chance to give blow-hard speeches, pledging their allegiance to the capitalist system.

But May Day, like our struggle, can not be stopped. It has been born again and expanded. And in the not too distant future, workers in this country will be joining others around the world in making the capitalists' profit factories stop on May Day and declaring our determination not just to be masters of one day, but masters of society and creators of a bright future where class exploitation and oppression will have been finally eliminated.

Central Committee
Revolutionary Communist Party

UNEMPLOYMENT, THE CONSTANT NAGGING SORE OF CAPITALISM WAS A BIG FOCUS OF THIS YEAR'S MAY DAY MARCH. CHANTING "FIGHT, DON'T STARVE!" "WORKERS UNITE TO LEAD THE FIGHT AGAINST ALL OPPRESSION!" AND "DOWN WITH THE SYSTEM OF WAGE SLAVERY!" MARCHING DOWN HOLTON STREET, CONTINGENTS OF STEEL, AUTO, PACKINGHOUSE, UNEMPLOYED, AND OTHER WORKERS TOOK THEIR MESSAGE OF STRUGGLE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

THE HATERD OF THE SYSTEM AND THE DAILY FIGHTS AGAINST IT WERE ALL COMBINED IN ONE MIGHTY EXPRESSION OF WORKING CLASS POWER. MEMBERS OF THE UNITED MAY DAY COMMITTEE HAD TAKEN POSTERS, A MAY DAY SLIDE SHOW, AND OVER 25,000 LEAFLETS TO THEIR BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN SHOPS AROUND THE CITY. THESE THOUSANDS WHO FACE SPEED UP, WAGE CUTS, UNION BUSTING, AND HARASSMENT, WERE THE PEOPLE WHO MADE MAY DAY A BIG STEP FORWARD IN THE STRUGGLE.

FORCED BUSING IS A DIVIDE AND CONQUER SCHEME DESIGNED TO CUT BACK ON THE EDUCATION OF THE WORKING CLASS. THE MAY DAY MARCH MADE THE SLOGAN "WORKERS UNITE TO LEAD THE FIGHT AGAINST ALL OPPRESSION!" A LIVING REALITY AS WORKERS STOOD STRONG FOR THE UNITY OF OUR CLASS AND AGAINST ANY AND ALL ATTACKS ON THE EDUCATION OF OUR YOUTH.

ANOTHER BIG CHANT THE MARCHERS TOOK UP WAS 1,2,3,4, WE WON'T FIGHT ANOTHER RICH MAN'S WAR! THE WEEKS OF BUILDING FOR MAY DAY, THE MARCH, AND THE RALLY AFTER THE MARCH COMBINED TO MAKE A POWERFUL STATEMENT OF OUR DETERMINATION TO FIGHT THE SYSTEM UNTIL WE SUCCEED IN FREEING OURSELVES FROM THE CHAINS OF WAGE SLAVERY.
Detroit & N.J. Workers Slam Ford Co. on Safety & Speedup

With the auto contract coming up in a few months, workers are stepping up their resistance to auto company plants, in the Detroit area and the other in New Jersey. This new resistance helps to heat things up and strengthen the hand of the workers as the contract expiration draws near.

Safety conditions were a key issue at the Ford Sterling Axle Plant in Sterling Heights, Mich., where five workers have lost their lives in the past few years. The latest, a few months ago when a new hire was run over by a train because of bad lighting and bad traffic on his shift.

Stacked up safety violations combined with other issues—foremen working, messing with job classifications, etc.—led to the strike.

A foreman on midnight shift in Dept. 440 threw a heavy metal gear housing at a worker, hurting his legs so badly he is still on crutches. Enough was enough. The department walked out for two nights. The union committee stood by the workers.

At the next union meeting on Feb. 29, nearly 900 workers jammed the hall. Their message was clear that they would strike without the local leadership. On March 9, the workers voted 946 to 440 to strike, setting a dead line for Wednesday, March 24. Meanwhile, UAW International leaders stepped in to take over negotiations. On the Tuesday before, the officials broke off negotiations with Ford, intending to give them an extension.

Ford workers had seen this re-run before. They had a better idea—day shift walked at 10 A.M. Wednesday, then another walk to 11 P.M. If the line was not moving, they walked out. "If you keep walking, we'll keep walking," they told the rest of the union. The strike brought some results. Workers forced Ford to hire on 16 more workers for production, clean up and maintenance (including 23 skilled workers to repair machinery, more frequent inspection and repair of forklifts and other safety measures. The company has 60 days to show improvement or the workers can give five days notice and take another walk, an important clause that will have real meaning only if the rank and file can keep the initiative they developed in the strike.

At the Ford Pinto operation in Metuchen, N.J., things blew after Ford laid off 400 workers last week of February. When overtime was scheduled for the first day after the layoffs, March 1, a couple of dozen workers punched out after eight hours and headed for home. The next night, they spread the word and pretty much everyone was ready to walk off after eight hours, saying, "If Ford wants a vote, we'll call the vote. We'll call the vote and keep it until they hear back from the guys they laid off."

Ford backed off quickly. Scheduling work was put off until nine to 7.9. Disciplinary hearings against the people who walked out the first night were dropped. The company agreed to stop using part-timers while full time workers were on the picket lines.

Motor City News (Metuchen). Things blew after Ford laid off 400 workers last week of February. When overtime was scheduled for the first day after the layoffs, March 1, a couple of dozen workers punched out after eight hours and headed for home. The next night, they spread the word and pretty much everyone was ready to walk off after eight hours, saying, "If Ford wants a vote, we'll call the vote. We'll call the vote and keep it until they hear back from the guys they laid off."

At the Ford Pinto operation in Metuchen, N.J., things blew after Ford laid off 400 workers last week of February. When overtime was scheduled for the first day after the layoffs, March 1, a couple of dozen workers punched out after eight hours and headed for home. The next night, they spread the word and pretty much everyone was ready to walk off after eight hours, saying, "If Ford wants a vote, we'll call the vote. We'll call the vote and keep it until they hear back from the guys they laid off."

Ford backed off quickly. Scheduling work was put off until nine to 7.9. Disciplinary hearings against the people who walked out the first night were dropped. The company agreed to stop using part-timers while full time workers were on the picket lines.

Despite the fall off in old, felled, 

The struggle continues at AMC.

The fight to save the Carpet Department is one of many struggles contributing to the scheduling of a strike vote.

The UAW local 75 leadership has called for a special meeting to take a strike vote, over unresolved grievances. The fact that this meeting has been called for, on top of the 900+ strike authorization at the parts plant, represents a high point of struggle and determination to fight the steadily worsening conditions.

In calling for the vote, the officials told the workers that to strike over the runaways of jobs was "illegal" according to contract. One union member told the crowd to floor and shout back, "They don't live up to the contract whenever they want to break it. We should be willing to strike them as long as it takes to keep the Carpet Department in Milwaukee." When the spray painters at the Body Plant sat down this winter, it was "illegal," but it sure as hell forced the company to turn the heat on.

There's two ways to look at a strike vote. The AMC union leaders have traditionally used the strike vote as a bargaining tactic to trade off a few grievances without really flexing the workers' muscle to make gains. But for AMC workers, whose struggle won the right to strike over grievances, the strike vote is a weapon. The company knows you don't raise it over your head unless you're ready to swing it. The strike vote is no more than a threat unless preparations are made to actually strike. This is the only kind of bargaining American understand.

The scheduling of a strike vote was a big advance in the struggle of the workers. Now it is crucial for the rank and file to keep the initiative in their own hands. The parts plant, represents a high point of struggle and determination to fight the steadily worsening conditions.
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Students have walked out to demand new North and South be built. (photo)

School bilingual programs threatened

Bilingual programs have been set up for Spanish-speaking students. But it will definitely be crippled.

Parents and students have walked out in the same day. McMurrin announced his "one way busing," some people call it "knife us in the back." Black, white, Indian and Latin are fighting with themselves—Latin and Indian fighting for Indian programs under the cover of bilingual programs; students and parents are saying they have to back down at least temporarily. We must continue to build this struggle against all forced busing schemes. We showed Gronouski our unity. The majority of students as community and the rich class have only one choice—to do what we have always done. Fight for better schools, better programs and against cutbacks.

The fight against discrimination is a fight against all forced busing schemes. We showed Gronouski our unity. The majority of students in the same day McMurrin announced his "one way busing," some people call it "knife us in the back." Black, white, Indian and Latin are fighting with themselves—Latin and Indian fighting for Indian programs under the cover of bilingual programs; students and parents are saying they have to back down at least temporarily. We must continue to build this struggle against all forced busing schemes. We showed Gronouski our unity. The majority of students as community and the rich class have only one choice—to do what we have always done. Fight for better schools, better programs and against cutbacks.
CATCH-UP TIME AT MASTERLOCK

With the contract expiring on June 1st, workers at Masterlock are taking up their main demands and trying to sum up the lessons of the strike of 1974. The most important issues are higher wages, better working conditions, and improved insurance benefits. The cost of living has gone up over 20% in the last two years, causing many workers to become increasingly frustrated. In 1974, Masterlock workers won, in part, because they were able to organize a powerful strike, in part because they had the support of the UAW local 469. They won a 10% wage increase, a 13% benefit cut, and the right to appeal to a neutral third party in the event of a dispute.

But Masterlock workers also remember the experience of the 1974 strike. They recall the high levels of morale, the solidarity of the workers, and the determination to fight for their rights. They remember the sense of accomplishment they felt when the strike was finally settled.

Two years after Nixon's resignation, the Watergate affair is still going strong. Millions of dollars and countless hours have been spent investigating the Watergate scandal, but the truth has yet to be fully revealed. The Watergate affair has shown that the government is not above the law, and that the people have the right to know what their government is doing.

MOVIE REVIEW: "ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN"

Nixon takes rap for ruling class.

Nightmare or Education

After Nixon's resignation, the Watergate scandal was at its peak. Nixon was accused of corruption, lying, and obstruction of justice. The Watergate affair was the result of a series of events that began with the break-in at the headquarters of the Democratic National Committee, and ended with Nixon's resignation.

The movie "All the President's Men" shows the Watergate affair as the result of one man's actions. But the reality is that the Watergate affair was the result of a collective action of the government and corporate interests. Nixon was a part of this system, and his actions were a reflection of the system as a whole.

Nixon is portrayed as a man who was unable to control his own actions. He was married to the system, and he was used by the system. But the system is not just Nixon, it is also the government, the corporations, the banks, and the media.

The movie shows that the Watergate scandal was not an isolated event, but a part of a much larger system. It shows that the Watergate scandal was not just a scandal, but a symptom of a deeper problem.

Fighting among Thieves

The Watergate scandal was not just a scandal, but a symptom of a deeper problem. The Watergate scandal was the result of a system that is immoral, corrupt, and greedy. The system is made up of a collection of individuals who are all trying to do the best they can for themselves, but who are all harming the system as a whole.

The point is all the dirt dug up in the Watergate Investigation was dirt on the system. All the laws that Nixon broke were laws that were made to protect the system. All the people that Nixon betrayed were people who worked for the system. All the money that Nixon stole was money that belonged to the system.

The system is immoral, corrupt, and greedy. The system is made up of a collection of individuals who are all trying to do the best they can for themselves, but who are all harming the system as a whole.
Everyone but a total hermit is being bombarded by all of the Bicentennial business going on. The government, corporations, and the media are vying on the 200th anniversary of the American revolution to talk about "the American heritage of freedom was in battle," and to say to the people, "See how much we Americans, workers and capitalists alike, have in common—spoke back 200 years."

So warning the Bicentennial smells a little funny. It just doesn't square with reality right here in 1976, where tens of millions of Americans living in this country slave away just to keep our heads above water and a small handful of bankers and corporation heads own what they have never built and take it all.

What was the American Revolution all about? The Revolution brought the capitalist class to power—which is why they celebrate it today. Until the time it occurred, the Revolution was an advance. A look at the famous Boston Tea Party in 1773, a key stage in the American Revolution, shows something of what the inter-class struggle was all about and how it set the stage for society to develop to where it is now.

COLONIALISM A CHAIN OF PROGRESS

The basic issue over which the Revolution was fought was whether the independence of the colonies from Britain—to break the stranglehold British economic power had on the development of the colonies.

The British wanted to plunder the colonial markets and make them theirs. To do this they actively discouraged the growth of commercial and even small scale manufacturing in the colonies. They taxed the trade of many goods, such as bea-
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Against attacks like these, and want to build these struggles, to tie them closer together, to link them into a movement of struggle over the next 200 years.
On April 30, workers at Rexnord workers drew a line as they continued the struggle. They had turned back Rex’s attempts to take away the COL and paid medical insurance. In the weeks before the expiration date, the vast majority were ready to strike if the company touched these issues.

Rexnord was forced to make some concessions. They were forced to abandon their unit seniority system and start plant-wide seniority. This will benefit all workers and it will hit at Rexnord’s discriminatory practices. The old unit seniority system was designed to keep the Black workers from transferring out of the foundry to better jobs. Another victory was medical insurance which will be extended 6 months for workers who are laid off, if they have more than a year’s time. Extending medical insurance had been a big demand for the many unemployed Blue workers but they did not win a win.

Pensions were raised from 88 to 1% of final pay. A dental plan was won, although there has been a big 20% deductible. But the contract still fell short of what the workers had demanded, offering as little as possible, keeping the company from making big attacks. The union leadership opposed fighting for a big wage hike for months. They lectured workers at the meetings, trying to convince them they didn’t need a big wage increase. They said that the COL kept them even with inflation, so all workers could expect was a 3% increase, corresponding to the national productivity increase.

But the guys at Rexnord weren’t interested in just keeping ahead of inflation, or working harder to pay for a 3% increase. They could see the millions of profit that Rex was pocketing and they wanted to take back as much as they could.

Before the ratification meeting, a large number of workers in the foundry and other parts of the plant wore buttons denouncing "DECENT WAGE Hike or STRIKE!!" 45% of the workers voted against the contract, ready to strike to force more money out of Rex.

The company, the bargaining committee was aware of the unity and fighting spirit of the workers, and agreed to put up a report on the negotiations before the ratification meeting. In the past, workers had always been kept in the dark, and then given a few minutes at the meeting to accept or reject the offer. As it turned out, the offer was much different from before.

The latest offer by the bargaining committee didn’t mention anything about union security or plant-wide seniority. This is a huge difference since, in the past, the company in its proposals for changes in figuring pay had been interested in just keeping ahead of inflation. Also, these are the issues that the Teamsters forced Fitzsimmons to take from the ranks around absenteeism, which are constantly being changed, by the refusal of the officials.

The leadership has been up to auto workers’ wage levels, but lately it has fallen drastically behind. They insist on an unlimited cost of living that keeps up with inflation. Also, the issue is workers’ opposition to company proposals to pay non-tire workers less than tire workers.

Pensions are also a big issue which was sold out last time. A pension demanding to sell-out this time on pensions got 2,000 signatures just in Akron. Plant closings, job eliminations, layoffs, and dried up SOL funds have hit rubber workers hard. They demand job security.

The key demands are against company proposals for changes in figuring pay, as they demand for changes in figuring pay, as they demand in the past contract struggles.
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But they are not meeting with a handful of goonish blacklegs. They are trying to crack the whip on the back of the largest and most powerful group in society. The 400,000 Teamsters, the 65,000 rubber workers, and the machinery builders at places like Babcock, Bucyrus Erie, and Giddings and Lewis have been builders at places like Rexnord, Bucyrus Erie, and Giddings and Lewis, and the machinery cops, injunctions, and union misleaders.

They pit their strength against one union at a time. They are out to turn the screws on our livelihood because as a class they are stringing out on the profits we create with our sweat and blood.

As workers we can hit back ONLY IF WE TOO ACT AS A CLASS AND PUT OUR STRUGGLE AGAINST THEIRS. When the ruling class tries to isolate the machinists at Giddings and Lewis to break their union or enforce a big wage cut on the rubber workers, we all must stand with our brothers and sisters in struggle.

Giddings and Lewis has been a builders at places like Babcock, Bucyrus Erie, and Giddings and Lewis, and the machinery cops, injunctions, and union misleaders.

The ruling class hopes to isolate each group and road block our struggles with cops, injunctions, and strikebreakers.
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As workers we can hit back ONLY IF WE TOO ACT AS A CLASS AND PUT OUR STRUGGLE AGAINST THEIRS. When the ruling class tries to isolate the machinists at Giddings and Lewis to break their union or enforce a big wage cut on the rubber workers, we all must stand with our brothers and sisters in struggle.

The ruling class hopes to isolate each group and road block our struggles with cops, injunctions, and strikebreakers.

Partly because of this pressure, on the ruling class not to strike. The government threat of invoking the Taft-Hartley Act to filteration within the Teamsters just a few days before the contract expired, and the Teamster leadership was very intent on stopping a strike by trying to ram it through.

Workers had been preparing for this fight. When the strike was announced, workers immediately passed a motion that any proposal had to be in written form and in the hands of the rank and file at least 72 hours before the vote. This action was the result of years of experience fighting the bosses, and it was very important because it gave the rank and file a little time to organize in spite of the surprise proposal.

Continued on Page 14
Menominee Stand up to FBI Raid

On April 4, over 50 friends and neighbors of Robert "Quil" Chevalier stood up to an FBI Special Weapons Assault Team (SWAT) that was surrounding the Chevalier family home in Neopit on the Menominee Reservation. The SWAT crew was looking for Quil, who was one of four Menominee Warriors who was to go on trial for the armored takeover last year of an abandoned Ashland Brothers Monument.

The neighbors filled the house as a human buffer to prevent the Feds from killing Quil the way Sheriff Stiff Fish killed another defendant, John Waubanascum.

The defendants all were charged with several felonies and faced up to 92 years in jail. The ruling class sent all out to get convictions, to make an example out of the Warriors and to stamp out the sharp resistance of the Menominee people. One of the defendants, Waubanascum wasn't even allowed his "day in court" because SWAT Flah gagged him down several months ago. The other defendants, like Quil Chevalier, found themselves nailed with court-appointed lawyers who were paid by the state and worked in its behalf. Quil's lawyer, Callahan, phoned Quil the day before the trial, telling him to plead guilty or there would be no defense!

Chevalier refuses to participate in this legal railroad and is considered a "fugitive." He said in a statement, "Any further infringement on my freedom, try to control the revolutionary victories of the Vietnamese people was just. Millions of people marched and demonstrated against the U.S. government's role in the war. This had never happened before in U.S. history on such a huge scale. A lot of GIs refused to fight. Viet threw their medals away in a protest on the Capitol steps, many showing a hatred for the whole system that sent them to Vietnam.

The mass movement against the war became so large and powerful that it played a big part in preventing the U.S. ruling class from carrying out its aggression in Indochina ever longer.

By dealing such a blow to these parasites, the revolutionary victories of the Vietnamese people were victories for all the world's people, including the working class in the U.S.

Even before their total defeat, their aggression in Vietnam weakened the U.S. capitalists' hold on their empire, fueled inflation and accelerated the development of the economic crises that now grips them.

Deepen Competition Between Superpowers

At the same time, this economic weakness and being tied up militarily in Vietnam gave other imperialist powers, especially the new capitalist rulers of the USSR, a chance to step up competition with their U.S. rivals over colonies, markets and areas of investment all over the world. Economic crises and increasing competition—each of these feeds into the other, and this is what is driving the two super powers more and more toward war.

For awhile after the Vietnam war, because the people of this country were so sick of it, the capitalists and their pet politicians made a big deal about sounding more peace loving.

But the same drive for profits is pushing the capitalists toward a grabs—a time with their imperialist super power rivals in the USSR, since today each super power is the main obstacle to the other's plans to maintain and expand its empire.

All of the presidential candidates and other such types are talking about the need for military strength, increasing the military budget and so on, indirect skirmishes between the U.S. and USSR, such as in Angola, show where this is leading.

A war between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. would be worse than Vietnam, and our rulers shamelessly try to use this fact to make it appear that their battles with China or India, or IR, would be more just. They claim this with the back of the two super powers is the real threat to our interests, since the Soviet rulers clearly are aggressive and armed to the teeth, while the Chinese have no guns. But that is the goal. The war between the two super powers, since they have no guns, will be fought on the old argument that there always have been wars and there always will be—what's just the way it is. And so to those they want us to view the army as "just a job around the world."

Ruling Class Gear up for New War—At Workers' Expense

But while the nature of the war now threatening has changed since Vietnam, the nature of the ruling class and its system has not. Vietnam was a revolt of people who would not be slaves. The war the ruling class is now preparing for would be a war between two sets of slavemakers—another war to make the rich richer at our expense.

Vietnam shook up this country. It helped expose that war was just one more thing that "happens." The wars our rulers drag us into are "rich man's wars"—for the profit of a few, the survival of a system which is the cause of all our misery. Vietnam made it as true as the high and mighty who rule this country were shaken by Vietnam, if they and their counterparts in the Soviet Union launch another still more destructive war, much greater setbacks will push their rule.
A victory has been won in the month-long battle to stop unemployment cuts in Washington from cutting off unemployment compensation for tens of thousands of people. The bill, introduced by Sen. Hart Perry of Washington for this session of the legislature by the action of angry, militant workers. A statewide campaign, spearheaded by the Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee (UWOC), and widely publicized by the Workers for Freedom, mobilized thousands of people and prevented the bosses from slashing their rolls.

Employed and unemployed workers were united to fight this robbery. Twenty thousand leaflets were passed out at unemployment and food stamp offices, factories and shopping centers. A march was held to streets of Seattle on January 31. People went on radio and TV to cover the rallies blasting the bill. Workers got resolutions passed in their unions. UWOC charged the struggle against SB 2373 with the nationwide plains campaign for Jobs or Income Now.

The capitalists are not likely to give up their efforts to blight blackness in Washington. The same kind of attacks are being made on unemployment in state after state. Georgia has already pushed through its version of SB 2373 and the Federal government has cut off second and third extensions in 19 states.

But the mass movement against these anti-black laws is growing stronger. The forces of law and order, all the police, in the ritual positions of the bosses. Workers are not sitting still while the same people who throw us out of their jobs try to steal the little income we get from unemployment compensation to pay for the expenses of the bosses. They are still able to get through on the epidemic of poverty. But not without a hell of a battle. Now we can get over this robbery quietly, with a little kick in the teeth. This battle is important—and it demonstrates the kind of strength and organization we can build to save our jobs and income now.

SEATTLE WORKERS STOP UNEMPLOYMENT CUTS

WORKERS DEMONSTRATE AGAINST SB2373 IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE, JANUARY 31ST.

HELTER SKELTER

BY J. EDGAR HOOVER

"Helter Skelter" goes through a "slash by slash" description of the mass murder committed by the Manson family. The book and the TV script made a fortune for Manson's prosecutor, Vincent Bugliosi, because it claimed to explain how he committed the crimes. But the system he stands for is no less without him.

In looking at the evidence, it's not hard to see why Bugliosi writes about Charles Manson. He's making a nice bundle of money by selling a handful of followers turned to drugs to escape from reality. By trading the daily struggles of the real world for the world of shining ideas and fantasy, they made themselves easy prey for an ego maniac like Manson.

The system also uses drugs to keep people from realizing their own power. Bugsliosi, a big shot in law enforcement, said no drug personally attacked with the way top pushers are protected, dope kick backs are funneled to cops and prison inmates are kept on "downers." Drugs are used to "mellow out" the built in cruelties of the rich man's society.

In looking at the evidence, it's not hard to see why Bugliosi writes about Charles Manson. He's making a nice bundle of cash. But he's also painting a picture that he has no trouble living with. Both he and Manson are logical outcomes of the same system. Manson took every step to escape from reality. By trading the daily struggles of the real world for the world of shining ideas and fantasy, they made themselves easy prey for an ego maniac like Manson.

Manson's band is another chain in the long string of activities UWOC has organized to build the fight for jobs or income. In March, a month after our jobs had to be cut, we took the food stamp fight into the lobby of the welfare building where county deputies arrested 5 UWOC members.

"People have been working overtime lately to put the blame on programs that are wrong with this country. People have no chance to organize, and the people to work to.

Many workers have been working overtime lately to put the blame on programs that are wrong with this country. People have no chance to organize, and the people to work to.
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But the mass movement against these anti-black laws is growing stronger. The forces of law and order, all the police, in the ritual positions of the bosses. Workers are not sitting still while the same people who throw us out of their jobs try to steal the little income we get from unemployment compensation to pay for the expenses of the bosses. They are still able to get through on the epidemic of poverty. But not without a hell of a battle. Now we can get over this robbery quietly, with a little kick in the teeth. This battle is important—and it demonstrates the kind of strength and organization we can build to save our jobs and income now.
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In the past two months, Israel has been shaken by massive uprisings of Palestinian Arabs. A wave of demonstrations against Israeli occupation swept the West Bank area and then a week of militant protest rocked Galilee in the north.

The state of Israel was set up in Palestine in 1948 by Zionists, rich Jewish capitalists who wanted land and Jewish and Arab workers to exploit, and consequently claimed God gave them the ownership of this slice of the Middle East. They were backed by various imperialists, including U.S. rulers, who planned to use Israel to ride herd on the Middle East and help the U.S. keep its grip on the wealthy Arab reserves of the area. By 1967, Israel attacked her Arab neighbors to rip off what she missed in 1948, incorporating the West Bank into Israel at gunpoint.

The land grabs of the Zionists have never been accepted by the Palestinians. Increasingly, Israel has tried to consolidate its hold on the Palestinian areas it seized, forcing Arabs to sell their land, blowing up and bulldozing their homes and killing those who resisted. The West Bank, Gaza and Lebanon have all been hotbeds of Palestinian resistance to Israel and Zionism. Palestinian workers live in areas seized by Israel in 1967, like Galilee, have been made "citizens" of Israel. The majority of them are workers, exploited side by side with Jewish workers. But the Palestinians have far higher unemployment and are kept in the most marginal jobs, until recently, they weren't allowed to join or form unions! Palestinian workers are forced to carry special ID cards, Nazi style. These "full citizens" are not allowed to form their own political parties or issue political weapons.

The uprising in the West Bank area was triggered by an Israeli judge's declaration that he would issue an injunction against picket lines; the FBI continues to try to grind more "hard facts" that "All the President's Men" meant that the government and the ruling class is not as all-powerful as the imperialists would like us to think. The whole Watergate scene turned up the lights on the U.S. ruling class, who keeps Israel afloat on a sea of dollars, and Israel has become a great protector of the free world and rights of the masses, in the service of the imperialists, who keep Israel afloat on a sea of dollars.

The Palestinian struggle aims at building a Palestinian state with no state religion, where Jews, Moslems and Christians live together in equality.

The Palestinians have been the U.S.'s ace in the hole against the continued existence of Zionists and U.S. imperialists and their agents. The Palestinians are fighting to "shake Israel" and the U.S. out of its hold on Lebanon and Jordan. They have fought uprisings for nearly 50 years, and the U.S. has never been able to defeat them.

The uprisings have panicked the imperialists, they represent an internal threat to the continued existence of Zionists and Arabs in the Middle East. The Palestinians are fighting to shake off the yoke of imperialists and big business on the U.S. and Israel, who keep the Palestinians and Arabs as "happy Arabs." The U.S. ruling class, who keeps Israel aloft on a sea of dollars, also worries. "Israel has been the U.S.'s ace in the hole as a great example of a nation that has stood up to the U.S. and Imperialism in the oil region. The Palestinian uprisings threaten the whole structure of U.S. interests. In late April, the struggle picked up again. The Palestinians are fighting to move their nation from its forced subservience to the Zionists and U.S. imperialists and their struggle is bound to continue to grow.

Whether a story appears to be significant depends on the way certain "facts" are brought forth to show the story's "rightness." The most obvious of these is that "All the President's Men" glorified, and everything to do with the Nixon administration. While the Watergate scene turned up the lights on the U.S. ruling class, who keeps Israel afloat on a sea of dollars, and Israel has become a great protector of the free world and rights of the masses, in the service of the imperialists, who keep Israel afloat on a sea of dollars.

The U.S. imperialists areMi an- .

The Palestinians have been the U.S.'s ace in the hole against the continued existence of Zionists and U.S. imperialists and their agents. The Palestinians are fighting to "shake Israel" and the U.S. out of its hold on Lebanon and Jordan. They have fought uprisings for nearly 50 years, and the U.S. has never been able to defeat them.

The uprisings have panicked the imperialists, they represent an internal threat to the continued existence of Zionists and Arabs in the Middle East. The Palestinians are fighting to shake off the yoke of imperialists and big business on the U.S. and Israel, who keep the Palestinians and Arabs as "happy Arabs." The U.S. ruling class, who keeps Israel aloft on a sea of dollars, also worries. "Israel has been the U.S.'s ace in the hole as a great example of a nation that has stood up to the U.S. and Imperialism in the oil region. The Palestinian uprisings threaten the whole structure of U.S. interests. In late April, the struggle picked up again. The Palestinians are fighting to move their nation from its forced subservience to the Zionists and U.S. imperialists and their struggle is bound to continue to grow.
Portland Oregon Electronics Workers Wildcat vs. Paycut

Tektronix runs a big electronics plant near Portland, Ore., with over 7,000 workers scattered in 20 different buildings, with many of the workers starting at $2.50 an hour. The plant is non-union. Tektronix boasts that it is the only large electronics company left in Oregon. It is run by a small clique of top executives, including John Koss, who is the president of the company and spends his time flying around Europe finding ways to make more money. Tektronix has also been known to fire workers for making too much profit for the company. Tektronix has threatened to move the plant out of town if the union comes in. Right now pension and profit sharing don’t amount to peanuts. This threat is a way of trying to divide the older, white women who are closer to retirement from the others — many Black and younger workers.

The workers at Tektronix have a long battle ahead if they are going to get a union shop. By standing united and letting Koss know they are ready to fight, they can win a union and build their strength in the process.
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behind include more than poverty and basic subsistence. There still remain the forces of old habits, ideas, and the division of labor by which things were produced in the past. In China there was a saying, "Those who work with their minds govern, while those who work with their hands are subjected to their gaze." That reflected the way the exploitation took place.

An example of the continuing revolution against all this was the big struggle that broke out in the early 1960's at the Anshan Iron and Steel Company in China. The managers and technicians at the company had long been caught up in the capitalist mode of production, and were used to the old lines of work. As one of the new exploiting class, they constantly gave rise to a new capitalist class from among some of the managers, technicians, richer peasants and the like. The leaders of the Communist Party who tried to project their power over the old capitalist class position and to Lord it over the workers, holding them down with all their old methods of exploitation.

It was the kind of situation where a lot of highly educated "engineers" came up with a new way to rearrange the bricks, supposedly to improve production in the open hearth furnaces, even though the workers held them that their plans wouldn't work. Sure enough, it failed. Then when the workers, without consulting the plant managers, began to produce the steel, deviating their own way of improving production by regulating the temperature in the furnaces, these "experts" rushed out of their engineering offices, hated production, and threw the steel out because the workers weren't following the "proper procedures."

Guided by the Communist Party, the workers revolted against this view that only the experts can run things. After a big struggle in which they defeated this line and re-educated many of the technicians and engineers at the plant, they wrote their own charter, which still holds to this day.

This capitalist class is not the same in form as the old one in China or like today in the U.S. Today in China the working class holds power and controls the factories. In fact, everyone, including the manager and Party members, must work. So "capitalist rulers" don't come right out and say, "I'm for capitalism" or openly advocate speedup and layoffs. They don't own the factories, and even more important, if they spoke out openly for a return to the old society, they would find almost no support anywhere from the people who remember very well the miseries of capitalism.

So in China's socialist society, the main form of their attack on the working class is to push political lines and policies aimed at holding back the class struggle of the workers, which is the main force in continuing the revolution. Instead they push policies aimed at keeping and increasing the privileges of the sons and daughters of working people. His line would have led us to the country, back to a situation where workers who had rarely, if ever, seen the insides of a steel plant, and who certainly had never had any responsibility for it would have realized that the process of making steel.

Under Teng's influence one of the main forms of struggle is trying to use their so-called "charter" and the Constitution to pit the workers against those in power. For example, Teng said, "It doesn't matter if socialist or capitalistic policies are followed—just as long as they got results in increasing production. He used this to attack the new, socialist, ways of doing things that workers and peasants themselves had created.

What did this mean? One focus of the struggle now is at Tsinghua University. Through the Cultural Revolution the students and teachers at this school made great strides forward in turning the school into a real weapon in the hands of the working class. Students must work at least two years in a factory or peasant commune before they are admitted. And this system has been modeled by their fellow workers and peasants. At school the students study the actual problems faced in production and have even built a small factory, which they operate, at the school. After graduation students return to factories and communes to put their learning to use in moving the society forward.
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El Primero De Mayo

Declamando los avances en la lucha ha esa meta, en 1978 por primera vez desde hace más de 20 años la clase obrera ya tiene su propio partido: el Partido Comunista de Puerto Rico. El día 1 de Mayo este año se están llevando a cabo por todo el país con demandas y consignas comunes que representan un proceso importante hacia el desarrollo de una lucha de clase mas unida y coherente por todo el país.

El Primero de Mayo tiene el propósito de adelantar nuestro movimiento de lucha, preparado. Iniciar y unir cada de las plantas de trabajo que estamos dando causa cada de los abusos y ultrajes que enfrentamos. Este año, la clase dominante capitalista va gritando sus manos con ocasión de su celebración del Bicentenario. Por eso, vamos a hacer frente a esos como hacemos a todos sus ataques; y demuestran el 1 de julio en Philadelfia en contestación a lo que también es un día de lucha y adelantando el movimiento de nuestra clase.

Historicamente el Primero de Mayo ha sido un día de lucha, cuando los obreros dejan de trabajar salen en pique y demuestran su desafío a los capitalistas. Pero eso lo otulan. Tratan de debilitarlo, llamado esta fecha el Día de Defensa y tratando de sustituirlo por ofrecernos el Día de Labor, cuando sus propios voces, los llamos líderes sindicales, tienen la oportunidad a dar discursos vanos y declarar su lealtad al sistema capitalista.

Pero nunca se puede acallar con el Primero de Mayo, al igual que jamás podrán acallar con nuestra lucha. Otra cosa es el desafío y el desafío de un futuro no muy lejos, los obreros de este país se unirán a los por todo el mundo en las filas de galanías de los capitalistas en el Primero de Mayo y declarando nuestra determinación, a ser no por obviado los días de un año, pero desafío de toda sociedad creadores de un futuro brillante, donde la explotación y opresión dejan de existir.■

Comité Central Partido Comunista Revolucionario

EDUCACIÓN

Las escuelas centrales se están des-bordando. Muchas tienen clases en casas que ocupan las fábricas de recreo. Treintamill estudiantes ya están siendo transportados fuera de su vecindario debido al exceso de estudiantes en algunas escuelas. Clases de ars quipulat una vez tan antiguas como las antiguas. En las clases de inglés si seguida se les enseña a los estudiantes a traducir. Las clases de sociales y civismo, el ensayo de los estudiantes ayudando a los obreros de la clase trabajadora. En todas estas escuelas se estudian los estudiantes a aprender la igualdad de la educación.

Con la discriminación existente al mismo de las escuelas, que son principalmente negras o en las que los estudiantes, la mayoritaria negros. A propósito debería ser igual que todas las escuelas, se encuentran ahora concentrados.

En la lucha por una educación decente, todo lo que pudiera ser permitido que el Superintendente McMurtry nos enseña con su Plan. El plan ofrece una atracción o "especializaciones" para cada escuela. Superestimado, este especializado atrae estudiantes de toda la ciudad a cada escuela y así se logrará la integración voluntariamente. Sin embargo, el plan de McMurtry e la educación más desigual, pues no siempre, ni en caso de emergencia, puede conseguirlo.

La clase obrera no tiene nada que ganar y todo que perder a través de la lucha y la discriminación. La clase obrera contra la discriminación no creó en guiarlo que tiene un grupo opuesto para dirigir a otro. Trabajar juntos cada día, encaramos las mismas presiones de aceleración de producción, masas, condiciones, sueños, bajos y capacidades adquiridas. Nuestra lucha en paso de sueños o papeles, sueños más y más. Una parte de esta lucha en común es el compromiso con nuestra lucha por la igualdad de la educación. Su presencia como el espíritu del cambio, más iguales en el que todos trabajan, empleados, y donde el sistema entero es posible que nuestras escuelas sean construidas en vecindarios que unan a nuestras hijos, negros, blancas, y a su mejor forma de esta, la lucha de la lucha contra discriminación y por lo que todos necesitamos.

Otro programa amenazado por estas reducciones y el programa bilingüe que permite la educación de estudiantes de habla bilingüe. Si no fuera por las clases dictadas en español, muchos estudiantes portorriqueños y mexicanos-americanos podrían ser excluidos de la escuela. Además de ayudar a los estudiantes a aprender la lengua hispana, los niños que estudian la cultura de Puerto Rico, México y el Sur ayudarán a otras lenguas, y otras formas de luchar. Muchos han sido educados en las escuelas públicas, y otras formas de luchar. Muchas personas han sido educadas en la misma escuela.

En la lucha por una educación de igual, no podemos permitir que el Superintendente McMurtry nos enseña con su Plan. El plan ofrece una atracción o "especializaciones" para cada escuela. Supuestamente, esta especialización atrae estudiantes de toda la ciudad a cada escuela y así se logrará la integración voluntariamente. Sin embargo, el plan de McMurtry e la educación más desigual, pues no siempre, ni en caso de emergencia, puede conseguirlo.

La clase obrera no tiene nada que ganar y todo que perder a través de la lucha y la discriminación. La clase obrera contra la discriminación no creó en guiarlo que tiene un grupo opuesto para dirigir a otro. Trabajar juntos cada día, encaramos las mismas presiones de aceleración de producción, masas, condiciones, sueños, bajos y capacidades adquiridas. Nuestra lucha en paso de sueños o papeles, sueños más y más. Una parte de esta lucha en común es el compromiso con nuestra lucha por la igualdad de la educación. Su presencia como el espíritu del cambio, más iguales en el que todos trabajan, empleados, y donde el sistema entero es posible que nuestras escuelas sean construidas en vecindarios que unan a nuestras hijos, negros, blancas, y a su mejor forma de esta, la lucha de la lucha contra discriminación.
Hoy en día una huelga fueza esta desempeñándose en la República Popular de China. Muchos obreros están tomando sus camas a la fuerza y regresando a sus trabajos, comportándose con rabia y desesperación. También hay manifestaciones y conflictos constantes, lo que en el mínimo un caso resulta en riñas a palos y la quemada de unos cuantos edificios. Sucedan manifestaciones y confrontaciones violentas, lo que en el mínimo un caso resulta en riñas a palos y la quemada de unos cuantos edificios. Sucedan manifestaciones y confrontaciones violentas.

No se puede poner el cuerpo de la sociedad borrosa en una casa y enterrar. Se va pateando entre nosotros, y la purificación nos enseña.

La revolución china ha realizado mucho, pero todavía no está terminada. También, todavía hay el peligro de la desaparición del socialismo y la restauración del capitalismo. Eso es lo que pasó en la Unión Soviética. Aunado a esto, la clase obrera tiene que quitar de su paso el cuerpo de la vieja sociedad.

Los problemas dejados atrás incluyen la pobreza y el atraso, pero además, todavía existe la fuente de costumbres e ideas viejas y la división de trabajo, que en la vieja sociedad determinaba cómo producir y organizar las cosas. En China había un dicho, "Los que trabajan con las manos son gobernadores", estos reflejaban como los explotadores manejaban la sociedad.

La clase alta les decía a las masas, "Lucha, vivir, trabajemos en la miseria y el hambre. Así las cosas han sido siempre, y nunca van a cambiar.

Pero la represión llevó a la resistencia. Con el líder de la Internacional Comunista, el pueblo chino derramó su sangre en reacciones en 1949, iniciando la revolución, el pueblo chino desmintió la idea de que "las cosas no pueden cambiar nunca".

La revolución trajo a la clase obrera a poder. Las masas, se apoderaron de la política y el control de los medios de producción, las tierras, los medios de producción, la tierra. Establecieron su propio estado, el cual significó que las masas estaban gobernando, por primera vez, mientras mantuvieron una diciplina sobre los viajes explotadores para prevenir que regresaran al poder del capital.

En medio de todo lo atrevido resistir el capitalismo, la clase obrera china durante el último fracaso del comunismo en China, y emprendió a cambiar todo la sociedad. Su meta fue la eliminación de todos los privilegios. Se deben de establecer una sociedad comunista, una comunidad de obreros donde las diferencias de clase ya no existan.

Pero a paso, la gente obrera de china ha avanzado, mucho, hasta esta metá del 27 años de la liberación. Se han aplicado los principales métodos de hierro, carreñ se y la tierra. Se han desmovilizado de su propio estado, el cual significó que las masas estaban gobernando, por primera vez, mientras mantuvieron una disciplina sobre los viajes explotadores para prevenir que regresaran al poder del capital.

En medio de todo lo atrevido resistir el capitalismo, la clase obrera china durante el último fracaso del comunismo en China, y emprendió a cambiar todo la sociedad. Su meta fue la eliminación de todos los privilegios. Se deben de establecer una sociedad comunista, una comunidad de obreros donde las diferencias de clase ya no existan.

Pero a paso, la gente obrera de china ha avanzado, mucho, hasta esta metá del 27 años de la liberación. Se han aplicado los principales métodos de hierro, carreñ se y la tierra. Se han desmovilizado de su propio estado, el cual significó que las masas estaban gobernando, por primera vez, mientras mantuvieron una disciplina sobre los viajes explotadores para prevenir que regresaran al poder del capital.
En el pasado, los sindicatos en la industria de la goma no habían conseguido cláusulas de costo de vida que permitieran la reposición de lo perdido desde el contrato de 1929. Hasta la fecha, se había dado a partir de las 11:40 de la noche, pero recientemente han llegado notificaciones de que los obreros se ven obligados a aceptar cláusulas similares en el antiguo acuerdo de la Unión Rubber Workers. También, los obreros han realizados huelgas para lograr mejoras, como las del contrato de los Teamsters del mes pasado. Las comisiones de control de trabajos, medidas de seguridad y protección salarial han sido objeto de protesta de los obreros de goma que usan el carbón como la leucemia, la que es fatal. Muchos obreros de goma usan el carbón en el trabajo. Pero se ha dicho muy poco tocante a estos problemas en las negociaciones oficiales.

**DESTROYAN TODO PLAN DE TRANSPORTAR STUDIANTES**

En mayo de 1976, 68,000 obreros de goma fueron a las calles en huelga por su actual crisis de empleo. En una visita, los sindicatos en la industria de la goma han debido de los de azúcar, eliminación de trabajos, despidos y la falta de suficientes fondos de SGB (beneficios de desempleo suplementarios). Piden demando el fin de estos abusos.

**La Huelga Nacional En Goma**

Desde el comienzo la huelga fue debidamente proclamada por los oficiales de unión no Pase a la página 3